1 Day Event
$195.00 per Attendee

ABOUT ROBERT RUDELIC
Robert is the President of the Robert Rudelic Organization, a Peak Performance Integrative Sports Therapist and the
Creator of Invincible Mindset Training. He is an acclaimed Anatomy & Physiology Instructor formerly with the National
Holistic Institute, a pain specialist and medical researcher whose experience encompasses over twenty five years of
clinical practice, teaching seminars and workshops and peak performance, invincible mindset coaching. Robert has
created dramatic results for thousands of people and his work has been the subject of many articles published in the
field of health and fitness. Robert’s media appearances drives up ratings and is frequently featured in “The Best of …”
programming.

In•vin•ci•ble: Too powerful to be defeated or overcome!

Q & A’s
How many paid attendees are needed for an event with Robert Rudelic?
The minimum required is 25 with 40-60 being the desirable class size.

What type of facility is needed to host an event?
A room large enough to accommodate the group taking the training. Massage schools, gyms, yoga studios and
community recreation rooms are a few good examples. It’s important to keep in mind if you are working with a
smaller group of attendees you’ll want a facility that is free or a very small fee. If a large group is expected to attend,
renting a meeting room large enough to accommodate the group is fine because there will be more revenue from
registration fees to offset the cost.

What is expected of me if I’m the host?
You will be responsible for finding the location, securing the facility for the event dates, advertising, coordinating
any needed equipment such as chairs and the usual common sense stuff. If you are not set up to accept and hold the
registration fees, this can be coordinated with the Robert Rudelic Organization.

What will you provide for me?
Once the dates of the event are decided, you will be sent a photo ready, master brochure including all the
necessary information about the event. All you have to do is get the copies made and distribute them. At the event,
all the student hand outs and course materials will be provided.

Will there be products available to purchase at the event?
Yes. We will have e-learning courses, one on one coaching programs and from time to time nutritional
supplements available for attendees to purchase. All “back of the house” sales are not included in shared revenue. It
is the sole responsibility of the Robert Rudelic Organization to manage and collect for any sales of the above
mentioned items.

What is the financial/shared revenue arrangement?
The host (you) will collect all the admission fees from the attendees unless coordinated with the Robert Rudelic
Organization. If you do not have the ability to accept credit cards, the Robert Rudelic Organization can do that for
you. For accounting purposes it is important to be very organized on this to eliminate any confusion.

What percentage do I get as the host and what does the Robert Rudelic Organization get?
You the host will get 40% of the net revenue and the Robert Rudelic organization gets 60%. The net revenue
is after expenses which are – facility rental (if any) cost of copies and other miscellaneous costs associated with
putting the event together, plus reimbursement for (reasonable) travel expenses for the Robert Rudelic Organization.
A standard formula is in place as to the expected costs of an event so all parties involved can greatly benefit from
their efforts.

EXAMPLE: $195.00 X 25 = $ 4,875.00 - $1,000.00 (est. expenses). Host nets $1,550.00
EXAMPLE: $195.00 X 60 = $11,700.00 - $2,000.00 (est. expenses). Host nets $3,880.00

If you are interested in hosting an event with Robert Rudelic call Sheryl at (415) 655-3597

“Robert knows and understands an athlete’s mind and body. He helps me recover
faster, perform better and stay healthy. I view Robert as one of my secret weapons.”
Bill Romanowski
Former NFL great and author

PROFESSIONAL AFFILIATIONS

Candace Pert Ph.D.
What The #$*! Do We Know (movie)
Professor, Author, Research Scientist

Member

Dr. James Oschman
The Living Matrix Creator

Trainer

West Coast Regional Coordinator

Trainer

Trainer

Aaron Mattes
Active Isolated Stretching Creator

Former Instructor

Member

Oakland Raiders
Performance Therapy Team

Trainer

Volunteer Trainer

Volunteer Therapist

CLIENTS – PROFESSIONAL ATHLETES

OLYMPIANS

TV/MOVIES

PRODUCTIONS

RADIO (a sampling)

PRINT (a sampling)

Richters HerbLetter

NEWSPAPERS, NEWS LETTERS AND ONLINE PUBLICATIONS
(Too numerous to list)

For all the details and to schedule an event with Robert Rudelic Contact Sheryl at (415) 655-3597 or (415) 509-7112

www.RobertRudelic.com / www.InvincibleDivorcee.com / www.ImpaxSportsTherapy.com
920 Harrison Street • Suite 9 • San Francisco, CA 94107
e-mail: impaxusa@pacbell.net

